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In this paper we consider the quantum field theory in the momentum space of constant
curvature (see [1-4] and references therein). It was shown in these works that an alternative for usual
quantum field theory exists in which the extension off mass shell is perfonned in the momentum
space of constant curvature. We recall that, in fact, in the conventional procedure of the S-matrix
extension off mass shell the assumption is made that the four-dimensional momentum space off
mass shell is a flat pseudo-euclidean space. Actually, this is an independent postulate of field
theory. The starting point of the approach considered here is the simple observation that the mass
shell could be embedded as well in de Sitter momentum space. Using this, a new quantum field
theory was developed obeying all physical requirements but with curved momentum space. In [3]
it was shown that such a theory does not contain ultraviolet divergences.

A new universal constant plays an essential role in the above mentioned theory - the
fundamental mass M (or the fundamental length I = h/Mc). The picture of elementary particle
interactions with momenta \p\ ^ Me differs essentially from that existing in the standard quantum
field theory. For \p\ <C Me the effects of the curvature of momentum space can be neglected.

version can

The concept of gauge invariance plays the principal role in field theory. Our generalized
version can be considered seriously if we prove that the gauge invariance of the theory is compatible
with the curved geometry of the momentum space. To introduce the local gauge transformations
we must have its formulation in the configurational space. In our case the adequate configurational
space (the quantized space-time) is built up with the help of Fourier expansion in matrix elements
of the unitary representations of the de Sitter group [1-3]. The field equations in quantized space-
time are finite-difference equations with the step equal to I. Here we show that the principle of
local gauge invariance quantized space-time can be introduced in a consistent way.

Let us consider the two-dimensional model in which the p-space of constant curvature
is the two-dimensional surface embedded in the three-dimensional pseudo-euclidean space

PLPL = v^ - vl = vl - pf - vl = - 1

Taking Eq.(l) into account the mass shell equation

could be represented in the form

P2~m2 = pflp
u~m2 = 0 (2)

= 0 (3)

where
TT»2 = Vl + m2 = cosh /i, m = sinh (j, . (4)

To each vector p^ there corresponds two values of pz. As a consequence each of the
brackets in (3) can vanish. We shall suppose that this happens for the positive values of p2 • This
leads us to the following "Klein-Gordon equation":

2(m2~p2)<p(p,p2) =0 (5)



where <p(p,p%) is the scalar field. In the "flat limit" m2 , p\ < 1 this equation transmits into the

usual Klein-Gordon equation.

Let us introduce the "momentum of the vacuum" VL corresponding to the space (1).
Firstly, let us put

VL = ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) . (6)

Eq. (5) can be written in the form

( ( p - V)L(p- V)L - 4 sinh2 | ) v>(P,P2) = 0 . (7)

The notion of the momentum of the vacuum in the conventional theory was introduced
by I.E. Tamm [5] who suggested to count all momenta not from the origin but from some fixed
vector VJj.

Formally, Eq.(7) is invariant under the group of motions of the de Sitter space if we take
off the limitation (6). In the flat limit we obtain the Klein-Gordon equation in the form

( ( p - V^ip - V)" - m2) <p(p) = 0 (8)

which is invariant under the group of motions of the flat pseudo-euclidean p-space

p' = Ap+]fc; V' = AV+k. (9)

It is clear that in the case of usual theory we can consider the 4—momentum of the vac-
uum as the vector-potential eA^ of the constant electromagnetic field and the quantity p^ — A^ as
the corresponding generalized momentum. The restriction with the constant electromagnetic field
corresponds to the case of restricted gauge transformations

peiX^<p(x) , (10)

where
\(x) = k ^ , kp = const. (11)

At the same time

Vli = (eAtt)-4Vli = Vll + kll. (12)

The transition to the case of an arbitrary field is connected with removing the limitation
(11), i.e. with the transition to the arbitrary gauge function \( x).

In the case of the conventional theory the electromagnetic interpretation of the vector of
vacuum is trivial. It is important also to find the corresponding gauge transformations in the case of
curved momentum space and treat the generalized vector of vacuum as the constant electromagnetic
field.



Let us introduce the hyperspherical coordinates

p° = sinh £, p1 = cosh £ sin w, p2 = cosh £ cos w ,

~ OO < £ < CO, —7T < W < 71" .

The solutions of Eq.(8) (cf. [3]) have the form

= r

The couple of numbers (a,n) = £ will be called the point of the two-<iimensional quan-
tized space-time. They could also be considered as the knots of the generalized two-dimensional
lattice. The variable a takes both the discrete (CT = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) and the continuous (a = iA —
1/2,0 < A < oo) values; n = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . The variable <r is connected with eigenvalues
of the Casimir operator of the group of motions of the curved momentum space SO (2 ,1 ) . The
signature ± in the argument of the Legendre function corresponds to the sign of the time. In the

flat limit

° \ 2

n2 = |a;0
(15)

The "plane waves" (14) obey the following relations

where pL are the finite-difference momentum operators:

P1 = ~ r i(2o+ 1) cosh —- sinh -—h 2nsinh 7—cosh 7— + sinh -— sinh 7— >
2cr + 1 [ da on da dn da dn J

p2 = r 1 (2<r + 1) cosh — cosh 7— + 2nsinh 7— sinh 7— + sinh 7— cosh -— \ .
2 a + 1 L da dn da dn da dn J

(17)

We see that in configurational representation the generalized Klein-Gordon equation (5)
is a finite—difference equation. The very important fact is that in the quantized configurational space
the abelian group of gauge transformations exists. In our case of the two-dimensional model the
gauge function Q depends on two variables, the coordinates of quantized space-time:

(18)

Let us consider the gauge transformation of the scalar field

(19)



The action of the momentum operators pL on <p' can be written in the form

Q - 1 pLQ. <p = CL K(<J,n)pK <p. (20)

For the sake of simplicity we write down the matrix C separately for the one parametric

gauge transformations when the gauge function depends only on CT or on n. In the first case Q. =
) we have:

CL
 K(a) = {cosh A Q(ff) - - i j - sinh | - Q(a) • q\ (21)

[ da 2 CT + 1 da ) K

where
/ i/2 Mio M20 \

4 = y (1 + MJTL SKL) = Mio i/2 M12 (22)
1 \ M 2 0 -M12 i/2 /

where SKL are the matrices of the two-dimensional de Sitter group SO{2, 1) in the lowest order

representaiton and the generators of this group MKL in the quantized configurational space have

the form

K(CT — 1, n)

i_^i> h
K( CT - 1, n)

In the second case £i = £2(n) = e*Mft) the matrix ((C)) is

A-1]*") 0 0

((C)) = e l (cosh &X(ft)) 0 cos [sinh £X(n)] - s i n [sinh ^

\ 0 sin [sinh ^A(n)] cos [sinh ^ >

Also the following relations are fulfilled

Q" 1 pL & = ps C ^ l s , C"1 = C+ . (25)

In contrast with the usual theory, the gauge transformations in the quantized space-time
(19) and (20) "entangle" between themselves the components of the momentum. It is easily seen
that as a consequence of (20) and (25) the de Sitter invariant pipL is invariant under the transfor-
mations (19). For the Klein-Gordon equation (7) to be invariant under these transformations it is
necessary to introduce the complex de Sitter vector AL of the electromagnetic field and to require
it to transform in a manner similar to (20) and (25):

Q-1 ALCl = CL
KAK, Q-1 A+

 La=A+
sCf . (26)



Eq.(7) now takes the form

(ip~A+)L(p-A)L-4 sinh2 %) v = 0. (27)

The transformation law for the covariant derivatives

DL =-i (pL - AL) (28)

is given by the same relations (20), (26) as for pL and AL and then Eq.(27) is invariant under gauge

transformations (19), (20), (26) and (27).

The components of the electromagnetic field are not mutually commuting. The tensor of
the electromagnetic field is

frKL = [bL,bK] = [ p * ^ ] _ [pL
tA

K] - [AL,AK] . (29)

The action of the electromagnetic field is

S = Tr I FKL FKL d&i • (30)

The finite-difference analogue of the D'Alambert equation has the form

[DK,FKL] =0 . (31)
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